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 Latest News: 

"KAS Official Notification out for 384 Vacancies " |
"New Batches Starting From March 18th and March 25th
IAS / KAS / PDO /Banking / SSC-Cgl / PSI / ESI / Kpsc -C
Weekdays and Weekend Batches
Kannada and English medium Both
(Free physical training for PSI Students)
BHARAT IAS & KAS Coaching Acade" |
"KPSC - KAS GROUP "A & B" CLASSES STARTS FROM 03rd & 08th January @ VIJAYANAGAR & R T NAGAR BRANCH CALL US: 9902246066 / 9901006910" |
"KPSC - GROUP 'C' - NOTIFICATION NOW OUT - 230 POSTS FOR CLASSES @ VIJAYANAGAR, R T NAGAR, JAYANAGAR, RAJAJINAGAR, CALL US - 7483085919 / 9901006910" |
" IAS, IPS, IFS, IRS, ITS, IFOS / KAS GROUP "A & B" POSTS CLASSES STARTS FROM 31st AUGUST & 4th SEPTEMBER, @ VIJAYANAGAR & R T NAGAR BRANCH CALL US: 7483085919 / 9901006910" |
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WELCOME TO BHARAT IAS

 Bharat IAS & KAS is a premier institute for coaching students appearing competitive exams at state level & national level. 

 We provide best coaching classes for IAS, KAS, IBPS, SSC in Bangalore. We have guided around 5000+ students within a span of 10 years. Most of them are successful in upsc civil services examination and some in kpsc karnataka gazetted probationers examination and remaining in various banking & ibps exam, ssc & other competitive exams.

	

Experienced Faculties


Our coaching center boasts a team of highly experienced faculties who bring a wealth of knowledge and expertise to the classroom. They are dedicated to providing personalized attention and guidance to every student, ensuring a comprehensive learning experience.





	

Comprehensive Course Offerings:


We offer a wide range of courses, including IAS, KAS, SSC, Banking, and KPSC exams, catering to the diverse needs of our students. Our courses are meticulously designed to cover the entire syllabus, providing students with a solid foundation and a competitive edge.
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Our Courses

Best IAS, UPSC, KAS, SSC, Banking Coaching In Bengaluru
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Batches for BBA, B.COM, B.Sc, M.COM, MBA, M.Sc., Engineering with IAS / KAS Integrated Courses













We are associated with 
"NAGARJUNA GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS"  
 for UPSC & KAS training along with Graduation
























Turn your ambition into a success story



Bharat IAS & KAS Coaching Institute is one of the Best IAS coaching Center in Bengaluru that has helped a lot of students to achieve their goal of becoming an IAS / KAS. If you also have a dream of becoming an IAS / KAS officer, We will help you to fulfill your dream. There is no shortcut to preparing for IAS. Once you decide to prepare you need to work hard and give time for the preparation. You cannot depend on classes totally.
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Vision

Our vision is to be the leading coaching institute in India, known for our excellence in competitive exam preparation and producing successful candidates who contribute to the development and progress of the nation. 












Mission

Our mission is to provide the highest quality of education and guidance to our students, empowering them to achieve their career aspirations in the government sector. We aim to create a nurturing and inspiring learning environment that fosters personal growth, critical thinking, and holistic development.




























What we achieve

Our Successful Students



















Dr. Ramesh B.N.

Indian Trade Service (ITS)














Nidhin Valsan

Indian Police Service














Chetan Krishna H.G

Indian Revenvue Service 














Chandrakant Mishra

Indian Trade Service 














Balappa Handigund

Tahsildar














Abhishek Sharma

Indian Trade Service 














Dinesh Kumar G.T

Asst. Commissioner (KAS)














Ashish Dash

Indian Trade Service 














Pralhad Kulkarni

Commercial Tax Officer Ex-Servicemen














Bhaskar Chour

Asst. Commissioner State Accounts Dept.














Bhaskar Narayanaswamy

 KAS Tahsildar














Gopal Byakod

Dysp Police






























































Our Classrooms & Teaching
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Why Choose Us?



At Bharat IAS & KAS Coaching Institute, we follow a student-centric approach that revolves around the individual needs and aspirations of each student. We understand that every student is unique and has different strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, we tailor our teaching methods to accommodate various learning styles and ensure that each student receives personalized attention and support.






	

Proven Success


Over the years, Bharat IAS & KAS Coaching Institute has been instrumental in shaping the careers of countless successful candidates. Our alumni have secured top ranks in various prestigious exams, which is a testament to the effectiveness of our teaching methodologies and the dedication of our faculty.



	

Experienced Faculty


Our team of experienced faculties comprises subject matter experts, retired bureaucrats, and industry professionals who bring practical insights and real-world knowledge to the classroom.



	

Comprehensive Study Materials


We provide well-researched and comprehensive study materials that cover the entire syllabus, ensuring that students have access to all the relevant information and resources needed for their exam preparation.



	

Individual Attention


We believe in maintaining small class sizes to ensure that each student receives personalized attention. Our faculties are approachable and readily available to address any doubts or queries that students may have.







Join Us Today!

















Get in touch with us


Have a question or need assistance? Don't hesitate to get in touch! Contact us through the provided channels and we'll respond promptly.


 Call us: 
09901006910

 Email: 
[email protected]
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Testimonials

What our students say






















The Bharat IAS Coaching Institute is better as compared to other institute in Bangalore. The faculties are well experienced and their teaching is also better. The faculties should maintain this quality of teaching in future too. 












Shreedhar

Student















Bharat IAS & KAS Coaching institute, it is the best coaching centre for civil services exams. Provides overall information and knowledge needed for the competitive examination it has good environment for learning and provides experience faculty for training the students.










Kiran Sign

Student















Good coaching centre for civil exams like IAS & KAS and also for group B & C exams. Facilities are good and provide basic classes and extra classes to clarify doubts and faculty is also friendly with aspirants. Class timings also best they facilitate as for both weekends and weekly class.










Maseeha Sultana

Student



























About Us


Bharat IAS & KAS Coaching Institute is one of the Best IAS coaching Center in Bengaluru that has helped a lot of students to achieve their goal of becoming an IAS / KAS. If you also have a dream of becoming an IAS / KAS officer, We will help you to fulfill your dream.
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Contact Info



Head Office: 
 3rd Floor, Trinity Building, 
 Opp. Shanti Sagar Hotel, 
 R.T. Nagar, Bengaluru - 560 032.


 +91 9901006910 / 7411222087

  [email protected]




Opening Hours

	  Mon - Sun : 
 8.00 am - 8.00 pm 
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